a calf is born

Stellingen

1) De 'onafhankelijke' deskundigen in het onderhavige debat zijn elk verbunden met
bepaalde maatschappelijke belangen, (hoofdstuk 4)
2) Er zouden meer bedrijven moeten zijn zoals Gene Pharming in haar eerste jaren:
behoorlijk transparant en bereid het publieke debat aan te gaan. (dit proefschrift)
3) Publieke debatten zijn in de eerste plaats gericht op het overtuigen van het brede
publiek en niet op wederzijds begrip of overeenstemming. (hoofdstuk 7)
4) De inhoud van de ethische principes 'respect voor autonomie' en
'rechtvaardigheid' verändert wezenlijk als deze principes getransformeerd worden
naar principes die toepasbaar zijn op dieren of op de natuur. (hoofdstuk 5)
5) Zonder casus geen publiek debat. De wens om een breed publiek debat te laten
plaatsvinden voorafgaand aan het ingangzetten van technologische innovaties is
derhalve niet realistisch, (hoofdstuk 3)
6) Respect voor de integriteit van dieren maakt een goede kans om een breed
gedragen norm voor de omgang met dieren te worden, (hoofdstuk 5 en 6)
7) Een internationaal georiënteerde universiteit die haar dissertaties graag in het
Engels ziet verschijnen zou zieh mede verantwoordelijk moeten voelen voor de
kwaliteit van het Engels in deze dissertaties.
8) Een veilige auto is een gevaar op de weg.
9) Het centraal stellen van het dier in de toekomstige veehouderij betekent niet altijd
dat het systeem aan het dier moet worden aangepast. Vaak betekent het een keuze
voor andere dieren.
10) De ontwikkeling van het dierendebat is een tegenvoorbeeld voor het hellend vlak
argument. Immers, de lat voor de omgang met dieren wordt steeds hoger gelegd.
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1. Introduction

Dierenbescherming absolutely against the genetic manipulation of animals

Calf with new gene opens debate
Queen warns in Christmas-speech against genetic engineering
H e r m a n i s t h e r e for our w e l l b e i n g
There is something wrong about Herman's testicles

Herman may have his offspring
The real purpose behind Herman
Herman should not be blamed
A licence will be needed for genetic experiments with animals
Agriculture and Gene Pharmlng break the contract on Herman the bull

Herman the bull becomes a grandpa
Mould beats cow
Pressure groups as a new business risk
Just a few headlines taken from some major Dutch newspapers . The Dutch debate
on animal transgenesis has focused on Herman the bull and has lasted for about
nine years. It is quite amazing that a single bull has initiated such a lengthy public
debate. Ask an average Dutch citizen and he or she will know about Herman. The
least he or she will know is that there has been a lot of fuss about this bull.
How could a bull have been so intriguing? What was the debate about? How could
a debate have lasted that long? What happened during this debate? Has it had any
impact? What can we learn from this particular debate about public debates in
1

The headlines in this order are taken from: De Staatscourant 11 December 1989, Het Parool 7
December 1990, Telegraaf 27 December 1990, Algemeen Dagblad 15 December 1992, De
Volkskrant 17 December 1992, Trouw 18 December 1992, Trouw 24 November 1993, Volkskrant
10 October 1994, Volkskrant 1 October 1994, Algemeen Dagblad 9 November 1994, Algemeen
Dagblad 23 May 1995, NRC 18 July 1996, NRC 5 September 1996. All translations of headlines
are mine (ET). The Dierenbescherming is the short name of the Dutch Society for the Protection of
Animals. And the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management, and Fisheries is usually shortened
to Ministry of Agriculture or, if the context is clear, just Agriculture.
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general? These and other questions will be central to this book on the Dutch public
debate on animal biotechnology.
In this introductory chapter, I will introduce the debate on animal transgenesis, set
out my views on public debates, formulate my guiding questions, and sketch how I
will answer these questions in the course of this book.
Herman the bull
In 1990, the Leiden biotechnology firm Gene Pharming succeeded in inserting an
exotic gene in the genome of a bull, thus making this bull transgenic. This gene
was supposed to come to expression in the mammary glands of his lactating
daughters. If the gene came to expression, it would cause the excretion of human
lactoferrin in the milk. Lactoferrin is supposed to prevent and control infections.
The excretion would start after the birth of the grandchildren of Herman the bull.
Only then would the success of the project become clear. The announcements of
the project in 1989 and more particularly of the birth of the first transgenic calf in
December 1990 initiated an extensive public debate on animal transgenesis. This
debate has lasted for almost nine years.
The genetic engineering of cattle has been discussed as a case in the domain of
animal ethics. People were concerned about the impact of genetic engineering on
the animals. They were concerned, for instance, about their wellbeing, about their
integrity, and about the mingling of species. During the debate, people have hardly
ever referred to any other context in which genetic engineering took place. This is
quite remarkable, since there had been a debate on the genetic engineering of
micro-organisms in the seventies. And parallel to the debate on animal transgenesis
there has also been an ongoing debate about genetically modified crops. This lack
of interference is probably due to the different focuses of these debates. The debate
on micro-organisms had focused on safety aspects regarding humans and the
human environment. The debate on the deliberate release of genetically modified
crops has mainly concentrated on potential ecological damage, next to human
safety aspects. The debate on animal transgenesis, however, has focused on what
we do to the animals, which is a question of animal ethics. This focus has not been
questioned by any of the participants; at the most participants have put forward
major human goals that might overrule this focus on animal ethics. This also means
that arguments that apply specifically to animals have been much more important
in the debate than arguments that hardly distinguish between animals and plants or
between animals and micro-organisms.
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But this still does not explain why there has been such an extensive debate. Issues
in animal ethics have never been discussed so thoroughly in the media before in the
Netherlands. The debate in the media could be compared with the upheaval around
a major medical-ethical issue like abortion or a major infra-structural issue like the
Schiphol debate. It probably made a difference that Herman was a bull instead of a
less appealing animal . Many Dutchmen consider dairy cattle as part of the Dutch
identity- The Dutch were cattlemen from way back; even the polders with their wet
pastures and ditches specifically had been made for cattlefarming . Even now,
farmers are associated with cattlemen, although most farmers do not have dairy
cattle anymore. Furthermore, a description of a typical Dutch landscape will
contain pastures, ditches, and cows. Most Dutch people also identify themselves
with cows to a certain extent. For instance, they give cows human names , like they
also do with horses, pets, and zoo animals, while sheep, pigs, poultry, and
laboratory animals usually have no name. They regard cows as gentle, innocent and
useful animals that are completely dependent on human care. They are prepared to
pay extra respect to these animals.
2

3

4

As an animal near to us, Herman has appealed to people's imagination, more than a
laboratory animal could ever do. And as a photogenic animal, he was a willing
subject for the (poster) campaigns of the Dierenbescherming , for the media and
for the promotion of animal transgenesis by Gene Pharming . Herman's creator,
Dr. Herman de Boer, has referred several times to his agrarian background while
stressing that he would never do anything to cows that he would not be able to
explain to his grandchildren . This cultural background has certainly played an
important part in the large public involvement in the debate on animal transgenesis.
Another reason for the lengthiness of the debate was the time it took from the
5

6

7
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2

In a lecture at the workshop "The social management of biotechnology' at Tilburg University,
Michiel Linskens of the Dierenbescherming has stressed that the fact of Herman being a bull has
made it a lot easier for the Dierenbescherming to publicly discuss animal transgenesis.

3

See also Koos van Zomeren in the NRC Handelsblad of 7 March 1997.

4

In the practice of very large and highly computerised firms, cattle will usually not be known by
name. This does not match, however, with the views of many Dutchmen.

5

In this book, I will use the common name of the Dutch Society for the Protection of Animals, to
wit the Dierenbescherming.

6

A VPRO documentary on television made Herman the bull a media star in 1992 as K. Glastra van
Loon and K. Kuiper (1994) have stated in their book 'Herman - biography of a genetically
engineered bull'.

7

Gene Pharming did not want to have Herman the bull killed at the end of the experiment, since the
bull had become an attraction for their firm. According to them, all visitors to the firm want to see
the bull.

8

See for instance his statement in Mare April 18 1991 'If I will cycle with my grandson through the
polders some day, I must be able to say: that is a real cow' (my translation, E.T.)
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planning of the creation of transgenic calves (1989) to the lactation of the
daughters of one of these calves (1995). The time it took to arrive at an Animal
Health and Welfare Act (from 1981 to 1992) and subsequently the regulation of
animal biotechnology (from 1992 to 1996) probably have had an influence on the
prolongation of the debate as well.
Debates and the public
Public debates are an intriguing phenomenon. Major shifts in ways of thinking and
acting may occur in a society while no one is able to pinpoint the moment it
happened and to say what exactly happened at that moment. An issue is argued for
and against, arguments are substantiated, commented, articulated, differentiated,
adapted and ... after some time people start acting differently. Something has
changed in their overall way of thinking. Something has changed in what they
think is important or morally required. And I assume that they have committed
themselves to the outcome of the debate, which means that people have been
intrinsically motivated to change their way of doing things. A changed opinion
causes things to change. The pragmatist Pierce has stated throughout his writings
that whatever we believe, we believe to be true. This means that we cannot but act
according to our beliefs .
Sumner and Phelps have argued that the convictions of people about what should
be considered normal and deviant behaviour will change because of new
information provided and discussions about this information. I, for one, am
convinced that the general attitude of researchers (and the public) towards the use
of animals in laboratory experiments is determined by the ongoing debate on the
human-animal relationship. Such societal transformation processes are intriguing
because they raise many questions about what public debates are and about what
happens in a public debate.
9

10

The most conspicuous of public debates are the informal debates in the media in
which public opinion leaders, like experts, politicians, senior civil servants,
spokespersons of (public and economic) interest groups, and concerned parties,
express their views on a certain subject. But there are many other public debates as
well, like the institutionalised political debates in Parliament and the more or less
formalised scientific, juridical, ethical and aesthetic debates in specialised forums
like journals, workshops, and conferences. Subjects of public interest are discussed

9

This is a central point in his essay "The Fixation of Belief [Die Festlegung der Überzeugung. E.g.
par. 5.375. In: Ch.S. Pierce (1967) Schriften I, Theorie Suhrkamp Verlag].

1 0

See for instance W. G. Sumner and W.L. Phelps (1940) Folkways. Boston.
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in all kinds of organisations from political parties to community associations, and
spontaneously in public places, at work, and at kitchen tables as well. No, this is
not a mistake. I do mean kitchen tables. I do not make distinctions of principle
between a discussion on a public issue at a kitchen table among members of a
family, at work among colleagues, or in a pub among friends. Not only are these
minor debates part of the major debate on an issue, they are very important as well.
Simone Chambers , for instance, conceives a public debate as consisting of many
interrelated smaller debates that may also take place in the private sphere. For
forming their opinion people do not only need the information presented by the
media, but they also need to cope with this information, which they do in the direct
communications with friends, colleagues and relatives . Chambers adds
convincingly that opinion formation does not take place during these discussions,
but in between discussions, as people think over the arguments and prepare
themselves for a next round of the discussion. This means that these many small
discussions have an impact on the formation of a considered opinion. Gabriel
Weimann has substantiated these arguments by showing empirically that public
opinions are not only influenced by a top-down flow of information (media to
opinion leaders to ordinary people). A bottom-up flow and a horizontal flow of
information also is very important for opinion formation. Each discussion on a
subject may count and may help people to arrive at a considered opinion.
This means that these small-scale debates are influential as they produce public
reasons that may be put forward in discussions in other places. In this sense, even
the arguments put forward at kitchen tables are potentially fruitful and may enter
into broader discussions. They are public because of their content, not because of
their context. The vitality of these discussions depends on a continuous flow of
information about the subject, which stresses the role of the media.
11
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13

Public debates are primarily associated with informal, spontaneous, non-organised
debates in which potentially every citizen is involved. The debates in the media are
exemplary, since these debates take place before the public as a whole. Although
the public in a media debate is basically an audience, the members of this audience
can discuss the arguments, preferences, and views put forward among themselves.
11

Simone Chambers (1995) Discourse and democratic practices. In: S.K. White (Ed.) The
Cambridge
companion
to Habermas.
Cambridge University Press. Cambridge/New
York/Melbourne, p.233-259
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See also Schenk, M. and P. Rössler (1994) Das unterschätzte Publikum. Wie Themenbewusstsein
und politische Meinungsbildung im Alltag von Massenmedien und interpersonaler
Kommunikation beeinflusst werden. In: F. Neidhart (Ed.) Öffentlichkeit, öffentliche Meinung,
soziale Bewegungen. Köllner Zeitschrift für Soziologie und Sozialpsychologie, Sonderheft 34.
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Gabriel Weimann (1994) The Influential.
p.243-254

People Who Influence People. SUNY Press, Albany NY
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And they are able to write a letter to the editor or to react in an interactive radioprograrnme, and, so, still participate. This does not mean, however, that every
citizen will actively follow the debates in the media. People will only follow
debates on the topics they are interested in. And they expect others to adequately
deal with the other issues they think important.
14

Figure 1.1: The public sphere exists of many interrelated public debates with their own
sub-spheres.
Public debates in the media are also characterised by a specific kind of openness.
They are not aimed at reaching consensus, but at convincing the public and so at
gaining public support and impact. Therefore public debates will hardly ever be
closed. Of course, people may reach consent on some aspects of the issue, but
people will continue to disagree on other aspects. Such disagreement will not
necessarily cause ongoing debate. If no new arguments or insights can be put
forward, the discussion will usually fade away and people will reconcile
themselves to dissent until they have reasons for reopening the debate. For the time
being, they will agree to disagree. Issues that are closed may also be reopened as
new reasons or insights arise.
This insight is developed in my discussions with Geert Munnichs. See also his book G.M.
Munnichs (2000) Publiek ongenoegen en politieke geloofwaardigheid. Democratische
legitimiteit
in een ontzuilde samenleving. [Public discontent and political credibility. Democratic legitimacy in
a post-traditional society.] Van Gorcum. Assen.
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Public debates and Western democracies
Public debates on all kinds of subjects are inherent to modern Western societies.
The concept of a public sphere refers to the sphere of public life in which the
citizens discuss matters of common concern and in which their opinions are
formed. This concept refers to a politicised public sphere. Such a public sphere has
emerged out of a non-politicised public sphere that dates back to feudal times . At
the feudal courts, civil intellectuals discussed literary subjects. These discussions
developed into a literary public sphere that flourished in the 17 and 18 century
'salons' in France, the 'coffee-houses' in England, and the Tischgesellschaften' in
Germany. Looking back, these literary discussions can be regarded as preparation
for the struggle of the citizens with the Government on the rules of the economic
markets and the labour market . About the same time, the first newspapers appear.
The Government starts to use this new medium to address itself to its citizens, for
instance, to announce regulations and taxes. These governmental activities stir up
public criticism, which forces the Government to legitimate its acts. Public
discussions develop into an intermediary between the needs of the citizens and the
state. In these discussions, a critical public opinion is formed. Around 1800, a truly
political public sphere can be detected in England. Citizens who wanted to
influence governmental decisions were appealing to the broader public in order to
legitimate their claims. By then, some obstacles for the emergence of a public
sphere have already disappeared. Censorship has ended and the first cabinet
government has been installed. The first political periodicals have appeared and the
press has started to be a critical institution of a public discussing political topics. At
the end of the 18 century, journalists had been allowed to be present in
Parliament, which meant that the public could critically follow Parliament. Now,
parliamentary minorities had a means to appeal to the judgement of the public, and
majorities could legitimate their views in front of the public. With the emergence
of political parties, members of the public even become the 'direct' discussionpartners of their representatives. But this also means that political parties have
become an intermediary between the public and the Government. This interaction
between public and politics still exists. During the 20th century some new players
appeared on the stage, namely all kinds of societal (public interest) organisations.
15
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Habermas (1962/1984) Strukturwandel der öffentlichtkeit. Untersuchungen zu einer Kategorie der
bürgerlichen Gesellschaft. [Structural change of the public sphere. Research into a category of
civil society.] Herman Luchterhand Verlag, Darmstadt und Neuwied
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See Keulartz (1992) De verkeerde wereld van Jürgen Habermas [The reversed world of Jürgen
Habermas] Boom. Meppel
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They became important voices in public debates, and they are lobbying in the
wings of Parliament. The first entails a reinforcement of public debates, but
lobbying means that parts of political decision-making have become less
transparent. Because of the emergence of political parties and all kinds of other
intermediate organisations that represent 'the public', a gap has developed between
the public and politics. Citizens, however, can actively participate in the
discussions within these intermediate organisations, and they can be a critical
audience for the discussions in the media. Between organisations, within
organisations, and in the media vivid public debates on all kinds of subjects are
going on.
From this historical sketch, I can derive some characteristics of public debates.
Politicians are forced to explain their judgements to the public, which means that
17

they have to be sensitive to the needs and views of the public . There is a strong
urge for citizens and their organisations to critically follow the activities of the
political parties, of politicians, and of the intermediate organisations. Their views
will be discussed in public as well. The function of the press is to be an
intermediate between politics, the public, and organisations.
Because of the diversity of opinions and reasons put forward in public, people can
reflect on their views, preferences, and interests, and so arrive at a more or less
considered (critical, reflexive) opinion and will. Such opinions and wills, joined
together, are basic to what can be called a considered public opinion. Considered
public opinions are considered because of the way in which these opinions have
been arrived at, and because of the reflective assent on which the outcome may
reckon, since the outcome is the result of an active public sphere.
Public debates may have a major political impact. The arguments put forward may
convince political decision-makers. And if a considered public opinion does not
cohere with the views of the politicians, it may form a source of political power,
since democratic political decisions are in need of public support. The outcome of a
public debate is an indicator for the extent to which a political decision may reckon
on public support. Public debates can thus be regarded as a vital complement to
political decision-making .
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See also G.M. Munnichs (2000) Publiek ongenoegen en politieke
geloofwaardigheid.
Democratische
legitimiteit in een ontzuilde samenleving. [Public discontent and political
credibility. Democratic legitimacy in a post-traditional society.] Van Gorcum. Assen.
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See also: B. Manin (1987) On legitimacy and political deliberation. In: Political Theory 15/3 p.
338-368
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Guiding questions and approach
My starting point is that debating in public makes sense. Debates may pass off
well; they can have impact; and so be successful. My central claim in this book is
that, although this debate on animal transgenesis has not been perfect, it still is an
example of how a debate can be. I have the strong assumption that this has been a
successful debate, because it has had continuity; it has had development in
argumentation; the participants have reacted to each other's argumentation; new
concepts have been introduced; lapses have been criticised; all relevant viewpoints
and interests have been well argued for; the quality of the debating itself has been
discussed if necessary; and the debate has had impact. By examining this debate on
animal transgenesis, we can learn a lot about this particular debate. But this inquiry
will also give an answer to the question why this has been an exemplary debate. I
will analyse the factors that have determined the success of this particular debate,
that is to say, I will explain why this debate can be considered a successful and
exemplary debate. In this way I can, by examining this particular debate, learn
something about debates in general. An empirical analysis of a single, though
exemplary debate will therefore be relevant for understanding public debates in
general.
The following questions will be guiding my research:
- what has kept this debate going?
. what has been the internal dynamics of the debate?
. what were the external influences that have kept the debate going?
. what has been the role of the participants?
- what has been the development regarding the content of the debate?
. have any new concepts been suggested and substantiated?
. has there been progress in the positions and the lines of argumentation of
the participants?
. what has been the influence of the participants on each other?
- what has been the impact of the debate?
. have the members of the broader public been enabled to form a
considered opinion?
. has it had any impact on the development of ethical standards?
. has it had any impact on political decision making?
- has the debate passed off well?
. were participants receptive to critiques of their behaviour?
. have the participants taken the debate and the audience of the broader
public seriously?
. have all relevant views been heard?

